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2angular frequency ! with an additional spin (J
z
) depen-
dent constant force bJ
z
, that can be interpreted as arising
from a magnetic eld with uniform gradient. The Hamil-
tonian approximates a single lattice site of a 1-D `lin-
angle-lin' optical lattice [8], where z and p are the center
of mass position and momentum of the atom. The spin
J
z
is a constant of motion and determines the eective
potential seen by the center-of-mass motion: in the quan-




see a harmonic well
centered at (M
J
=jJ j)z with z   bjJ j=m!
2
. The
classical analog is obtained by replacing the spin with a
magnetic moment of the same magnitude [10].
The system considered here is linear, and hence, the
expectation values of the Heisenberg equations of motion
are exactly the classical equations, as are the equations
which govern the variances. The quantum nature, how-
ever, manifests itself due to two reasons. First, the mea-
surement backaction is a large eect on the dynamics of
the quantum subsystem. Second, the classical and quan-
tum equations of motion for the higher cumulants dier,
and because of the severe quantization eects at such
small actions, the distribution is far from normal. When
the coupling allows the quantum subsystem to aect the
classical one signicantly, this non-Gaussian nature is ap-
parent also in the latter. Measurement noise then eects
a spread of the quantum state and great disparities ap-
pear between the individual trajectories.
The evolution of the system conditioned on a record
of the atom's mean position, hzi + (8k)
 1=2
dW=dt, is






























where the tilde denotes an unnormalized quantum state,
k is the `measurement strength', and dW describes a
Wiener noise process. Here we have assumed perfect
measurement eÆciency. Rewriting Eq. (2) in terms of
POVMs [12], we can numerically evolve this equation us-
ing a Milstein algorithm for the stochastic term. We pick
as our initial condition a product of minimumuncertainty
coherent states in position and spin, and compare to the
classical trajectories centered at the same initial points;
we choose the initial spin coherent state in the x- direc-
tion. We x b =  m!
2





is the ground state root-mean-square (RMS) width
of the wells. We choose I  1000h and a measurement
strength k = !=2z
2
g
suÆcient to observe classical dynam-
ics of the positional degree of freedom uncoupled from
the spin subsystem [4].
Consider the behavior for the smallest spin system,
J = 1=2. We see in Fig. 1a that the quantum trajectory
quickly diverges from the classical trajectory. This can be
understood by noting that the initial spin state pointing
in the x-direction is an equal superposition of spin-up and
FIG. 1: Mean position of the measured system (solid) for dif-
ferent values of spin with z  15z
g




Outer solid curves show the variance of the wave function.
As J gets larger the mean position approaches the classical
(dotted) trajectory.
spin-down states that move along the wells centered at
z
"
=  z and z
#
= z respectively (Fig. 2a,b). The two
spin components of the initial spatially localized wave
packet thus separate into a left and a right wavepacket,
so that the total wave function evolves into an entangled













see dierent potentials, this splitting of the wave
packet is reected in an initial rapid increase of the vari-
ance in position of the wave function (outer solid curves
in Fig. 1a). Eventually, these components become resolv-
able beyond measurement errors, and the wave function
`collapses' due to the measurement into one of the wells.
This contrasts the fully classical dynamics, which pre-
dicts that the spin precesses freely, and the particle feels
the average of the `left' and `right' potentials.
Unlike the spin 1/2 case, for a large J , an initial spin
coherent state in the x-direction is no longer a superpo-
sition solely of spin up and down states in the J
z
 basis,





= 0. Just as in the spin 1/2 case, an ini-
tially localized wave function will spread out in space as
the dierent spinor components move along the dierent






However, as J becomes larger, the population distribu-
tion becomes more peaked at the M
J
= 0 state and the
potentials seen by the dierent components are more sim-
ilar. Most of the population moves along the potential
centered near z
0
= 0, which corresponds to the classical
potential. The measurement is thus more likely to lo-
calize the atom in this classical potential and damp out
















































FIG. 2: The spin up and do wn comp onen ts of a spin 1/2
w a v e function mo v e along 2 dieren t p oten tial w ells (a). F or
J  1 = 2, the spin comp onen ts of the w a v e function ev olv e
along 2 J + 1 dieren t p oten tials (b). Histograms for the p op-
ulations in eac h m
z
state for a spin-coheren t state in the x -
direction (c,d) sho w that as J gets larger the p opulation b e-
comes p eak ed around the m
z
= 0 state. The p osition is th us
more lik ely to lo calize the w a v e function in the cen tral (clas-
sical) p oten tial w ell.
the tails of the w a v e function that spread out o v er the
outermost p oten tials. The k ey p oin t is that p osition mea-
suremen t no longer results in a strongly pro jectiv e spin
measuremen t, and therefore the w eak noise condition can













FIG. 3: Solutions of C ( t ) for J = 25 h and  z , I and k c ho-




































W e can determine analytically the scale of J for whic h
the w eak noise and strong lo calization conditions are sat-
ised b y follo wing the approac h in [4 ]. The sto c hastic
equations of motion for the mean p osition and momen-
tum follo w from Eq. (2),








d h p i =   m!
2

















= ( h ab i + h ba i ) = 2   h a i h b i are the sym-
metrized co v ariances. The small noise and strong lo-
calization conditions applied to these equations can b e
com bined in to the condition that the co v ariance matrix
in the basis z ; p; J
z
, remain small at all times relativ e to
the allo w ed phase space of the dynamics. Here w e ha v e
ignored the x and y comp onen ts of the angular momen-
tum since w e are in terested in measuring the p osition of
the particle, whic h dep ends only on J
z
. T o determine the
ev olution of the co v ariance matrix C ( t ), w e neglect third
and higher cum ulan ts since these remain small as J b e-
comes large. Under this appro ximation, the co v ariance
matrix ev olv es according to a matrix Riccati equation,
_



































Since the matrices  ,  and  are time indep enden t, it
is p ossible to analytically solv e this equation [13 ]. F ur-
thermore, when the external action b ecomes v ery large
( h ! 0 ),  can b e neglected and the solution C ( t ) is eas-
ily determined. Ev en under this appro ximation, the an-
alytical solutions for the second cum ulan ts are in general
not simple functions of the system parameters. W e re-
sort to a n umerical calculation to nd the b ounds on the
analytical solutions C ( t ) . Our studies indicate that the
b ounds on C ( t ) decrease as J is increased, as exp ected.
Fig. 3 sho ws a t ypical plot of C ( t ) with J = 25 h and
I  1000 h . F or this v alue of J , the maxim um v ariance
in the measured p osition is already smaller than the al-
lo w ed phase space of the dynamics (Fig. 1c) b y a factor
ab out 50.
Our n umerical and analytical results sho w that clas-
sical dynamics is only reco v ered in this coupled system
when the actions of b oth subsystems b ecome large rel-
ativ e to  h . When one subsystem lies in the quan tum
regime, ev en a w eak measuremen t of the classical sub-
system ev en tually results in a strongly pro jectiv e mea-
suremen t of the quan tum subsystem, th us prev en ting the
reco v ery of classical b eha vior. The dynamics of suc h
coupled systems has previously b een appro ximated in
other con texts using a mixed quan tum-classical descrip-
tion [14 ], where the classical subsystem v ariables are de-
scrib ed b y c-n um b ers while the quan tum subsystem v ari-
ables are treated as quan tum mec hanical op erators. Suc h
a description results in equations of motion for the means
that can lead to c haotic dynamics when an additional
transv erse magnetic eld is applied. Ho w ev er, in the ab-
sence of an appropriate separation of time scales, the
4prediction of chaos arising from such a mixed quantum-
classical description has been shown to fail [15]. Here we
nd that even in a regular non-chaotic regime, for open
systems this mixed quantum-classical description would
have limited validity since it does not take into account
the eect of measurement backaction when the system
is actually observed. While the Hamilton and Heisen-
berg equations of motion will certainly agree in the en-
semble mean, variances will be quite large so that the
measured individual quantum trajectories will diverge
strongly from the mean. The same argument should hold
for open systems in the chaotic regime.
We have focused so far on recovering the classical dy-
namics of the measured quantity, here the position of
the atom. One may also ask whether the internal de-
gree of freedom follows the classical trajectory. We nd
that classically, for a perfectly dened initial condition,
the magnetic moment precesses in the x-y plane forever.
Quantum mechanically, however, since the position mea-
surement in our example only localizes the z-component
of the spin, the x and y components of the spin are not
localized. Since the uncertainty principle allows a perfect
knowledge of the z-component only if the x- and y- com-
ponents have zero average, in the long time limit these
dephase to zero. A position measurement would localize
the wave function in all spin directions had we added a
coupling magnetic eld in the x-y direction that acts to
mix the dierent components. On the other hand, a fair
comparison between the quantum and classical dynamics
would be to choose a classical probability distribution of
initial points, consistent with the quantum spin coherent
state. Such a classical system does dephase over time.
Beyond the behavior of the observables of each
marginal subsystem (internal and external), entangle-
ment in the whole system characterizes the quantum
to classical transition. In the spin-1/2 case we have
seen that the state can develop nearly maximal entan-
glement, when the spin-up and spin-down wavepackets
become spatially resolved. For larger values of J , the
evolution never results in such resolution, and hence, the
entanglement, which is determined by the overlap be-
tween the dierent spinor components of the wave func-
tion, also decreases as J increases. For pure bipartite
systems, the entanglement is given by the von Neumann
entropy of the marginal density matrix ~ for either sub-
system, E =  Tr(~ ln ~). The degree of entanglement
generated in stochastic dynamics can be compared for












is the maximum entropy
achieved during the monitored evolution and E
0
is the





falls o with J as expected, and
with a 1=
p
J dependence for large J . These results raise
intriguing questions about the role of entanglement be-
tween subsystems in the transition to classical behavior.
In future work we hope to investigate these issues fur-
ther. Our model Hamiltonian becomes non-integrable
when an additional magnetic eld in the x-direction is
applied. We propose to generalize our results to this
non-integrable regime and study the emergence of classi-
cal chaos through continuous measurement and decoher-
ence.
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